Minutes of the Highways Village and Hall Maintenance Committee
held on the 29th September 2014
Present:
Mr.W.McQuinn (In the Chair)
Mr.A.K. Boothby
Mr. C.N.K. Greenwood

Apologies:
Mr. S.K.Wild

Minutes of last Meeting:
Approved and signed off.

Street Lighting.
Street light No.3 opposite Dave Mowl is still out. CNKG to report yet again.
Street light No.9 by the Swan PH is still out. CNKG to report yet again.
Street light No.6 oppopsite the Vill;age Hall is damaged, CEC have been notified and temporary repairs effected.

Highways and Road maintenance.
Grahame O'Connell is attempting to arrange a meeting to review the grids which have been marked.
The grids have now been emptied.
The pot holes around the Swan PH have been repaired. Clayholes Lane is still bad, CG to speak to CEC.
There are holes appearing around the grid by Spouthose, CG to speak to CEC.
There is a nasty lump in the footpath outside John Adamson house. This to be reported to CEC.
The grass and weeds on the bank and from the roadside from Hardy Green to the bridge need to cut back. CEC to be notified.

Playing Fields.
The tarmac area from the bungalows to the rear of the village hall needs jet washing to remove the moss. BM to chase.
A meeting has been held with CEC to prune the trees surrounding the playing fields, along with scraping the grass away from the footpath.
This will be done between now and early in the new year.
A No Parking sign needs to be purchased and attached to the gate, allowing CEC vehicles access.

Village Hall
The double glazing has now been completed. Mr Moss will sort out remedials prior to painting.
BM to obtain quote for permanent stage extention, beading for the floor, and creating a secure area in the bar cupboard.
BM awaiting quote from electrician for lights and defib device spur.
CNKG to speak to Cheshire carpets ( Bob) re the damaged floor by the entrance way.
BM AKB to purchase two baskets for the toilets for paper towel disposal.

General Matters.
Cellar gas pipework and cooler to be removed. Speak to Rob when the Swan extention is complete.
Concern raised over Jo Butler parking her car on the brow of the hill.
Chain and lock required for the step ladders BM to sort out.
Maintenance meetings now to be on a quarterly basis, rather than monthly.
BM to step down as chairman, and ask IP if he would accept the position.
New glasses from the Bulls head have now been placed in the cellar for safe storage.

The next meeting will be on the 5th January 2015 at 2.00pm.

